INPUT 12-24VDC.
40mA Idle, 60mA Active, LEDs ON.
10mA Idle, 40mA Active, LEDs OFF.*
ON TIME 1-40 sec.

BACK VIEW

To control the LED's externally, remove the Jumpers * and connect the middle of the three pins to GND. Left for RED, right for GREEN.

With the jumpers * as shown the red LED's are on in stand-by and the green LED's turn on when the relay is on. To reverse the colors move the left one down and the right one up. To turn off red remove the left one, to turn off green remove the right one.

For ESSEX Piezo Exit Button

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED DIM's IN INCHES
.X ±.030
.XX ±.010
.XXX ±.005
< ± .5°